
Island Stone Applies Its Innovative Aesthetic  
to Nomad, Its Inaugural Ceramic Tile Collection

Nomad brings the unique Island Stone look to ceramics, with distinctive tiles  
that work seamlessly with their natural stone and glass collections
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(WATSONVILLE, CA, MARCH 11, 2022) Renowned for innovative stone tile and 
a creative approach to glass tile, Island Stone is taking its distinct modern, natural 
design aesthetic to a new medium—ceramics. Partnering with one of the most well-
known ceramic tile manufacturers in Valencia, Spain, and leveraging their 120 years of 

Nomad Sago in Nirvana Gloss (left); Nomad Ebb & Flow in Drift Gloss (right)
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“ Nomad brings the 
distinct adventurous 
aesthetics of our 
company into the 
ceramic medium.  
The versatility of 
ceramic provides a 
canvas for a completely 
unique line of ceramic 
tiles designed to work 
flawlessly with our 
natural stone and  
glass options.” 
—NIGEL EATON, CEO OF ISLAND STONE

about island stone 
Island Stone has its origins in Indonesia, 

where company founders were inspired by 

the nation’s handicraft industry and natural 

stones to create the flagship Perfect Pebble 

Tile. The company’s original mosaics 

diversified into other natural mosaics, using 

exotic stones. Anchored in wanderlust 

for exploration, culture, and design, the 

company continues to evolve its creative use 

of natural and timeless materials, sourcing 

from distinct locales around the globe and 

featuring a range of natural stone tiles and 

mosaics, glass tiles and mosaics, as well 

as natural stone wall tiles and timber wall 

panels and cladding. For more information 

visit IslandStone.com or call 1-800-371-

0001. Follow Island Stone on Instagram 

for the latest updates.

###

expertise, Island Stone developed Nomad, a ceramic tile range that 
features subtle translucent glazes and effortlessly flowing surfaces. 
Offered in a modern 3.5" x 12" subway format, the collection balances 
the demand for larger commercial project tiles with a size appropriate 
for residential use.

The Nomad collection includes three distinctively Island Stone 
textures, each offering a modern interpretation of naturally occurring 
elements. Undulating surfaces in the Nomad tiles yield subtle tonal 
effects in the finished glazes, creating natural visual movement. The 
collection’s six glaze colors are designed to seamlessly fit with other 
Island Stone offerings.

Designers can create custom surfaces by blending the classic 
undulating field tiles with either of two coordinating decorative tiles: 
Sago, inspired by tropical palm leaves, features raised striations and 
curved edges that playfully dance across the surface; Ebb & Flow 
evokes the rolling lines created by waves flowing toward a sandy 
coastline. Placed together, the two designs create a harmonious 
surface of soothing textures.

“Nomad brings the distinct adventurous aesthetics of our company 
into the ceramic medium,” said Nigel Eaton, Island Stone CEO. “The 
versatility of ceramic provides a canvas for a completely unique line of 
ceramic tiles designed to work flawlessly with our natural stone and 
glass options.”

Nomad reflects a major step for Island Stone, aggressively entering 
the most established segment of the tile industry with a unique range 
manufactured to the highest standards. Ceramic’s resilience and 
hence popularity for use across larger and more diverse areas opens 
new opportunities to bring the Island Stone aesthetic into more 
projects and different application areas.
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